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Abstract 
Telle, J.A. and A. Proskurowski, Efficient sets in partial k-trees, Discrete Applied Mathematics 44 
(1993) 109%117. 
We generalize the result of Bernhard, Hedetniemi and Jacobs by providing a linear time algorithm that 
computes the efficiency of a partial k-tree that is given with its embedding in a k-tree. 
1. Introduction 
Bernhard, Hedetniemi, and Jacobs [4] define efficiency of a graph as the max- 
imum number of vertices uniquely dominated by a subset of vertices in the graph. 
They prove the problem to be NP-complete even when restricted to bipartite graphs 
and provide a linear time algorithm computing the efficiency of a tree. In this paper, 
we will elaborate on the paradigm of [3] to obtain a linear time algorithm computing 
efficiency of a partial k-tree that is given with an embedding in a k-tree. (Alter- 
natively, this can be described as computation on a graph with bounded tree-width 
given with its parse tree, cf. Robertson and Seymour [I I].) 
For a fixed value of the integer parameter k, partial k-trees are exactly the sub- 
graphs of chordal graphs of maximum clique size k+ 1 (see, for instance, [2,9,12]). 
Thus, partial I-trees are the acyclic graphs (forests), and partial 2-trees are the 
generalized series-parallel graphs (graphs with no K4 minors or homeomorphs). 
The class of partial k-trees is identical to the class of graphs of tree-width at most 
k (see Robertson and Seymour [l 11). These classes of graphs have been in the focus 
of attention in recent years because of their interesting algorithmic properties. 
Namely, many optimization problems, while inherently difficult (NP-hard) for 
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general graphs are solvable efficiently (in time polynomial and even linear as the 
function of the input size) when restricted to partial k-trees, with fixed value of k. 
Arnborg and Proskurowski show in [3] an algorithm design paradigm for such 
problems. Arnborg et al. show in [l] that when the objective function of an optimi- 
zation problem is expressible in Extended Monadic Second Order Logic (EMSOL) 
then there exists an efficient solution algorithm for the problem. (The extension in- 
volves the ability of expressing certain computations, such as counting.) For in- 
stance, that a set X is efficiently dominated by a set D can be expressed as a MSOL 
formula E Dom(X, D) defined as follows: 
\Jo: UEX-+ 3~: (u~Divldj(o,u)~Vw: w~D+(~=wv~Adj(u,w))) 
where Adj is the vertex adjacency relation in a given graph. Unfortunately, the 
algorithm implied by this formalism involves EMSOL expression recognition by a 
tree automaton in time polynomial as a function of the input size but with horren- 
dous multiplicative constants (“towers” of powers of k). In contrast with this 
behavior, the coefficient in the complexity of the algorithm presented in this paper 
is bounded, as a function of k, by 2°(k’ogk). 
We assume that the partial k-tree that is the input to our algorithm is given with 
an embedding in a k-tree. For any fixed k, this k-tree embedding can be found in 
O(n log n) time [6, lo] and even in linear time for k< 3 [2,8]. Very recently Bodlaender 
announced linear time embedding algorithms for any fixed k [5]. 
We present our result as follows. We introduce some nonstandard terminology 
in Section 2. We develop the algorithm in Section 3. We conclude with a rough 
evaluation of the complexity of our algorithm in Section 4. 
2. Definitions and terminology 
We will use standard graph theory terminology, as found, for instance, in Bondy 
and Murty [7]. In addition, we define some basic concepts. 
For a simple graph G = (I/,E) and a set D c V, let the efficiency of D be the 
number of vertices in V-D that are adjacent to exactly one vertex in D; such a 
vertex is efficiently dominated. Vertices in D are called dominators. The efficiency 
of G, e[G], is the maximum efficiency of any subset of I’. The efficiency of a discon- 
nected graph is clearly the sum of the efficiencies of its components. For a vertex 
u E V, let N(o) = {u: (u, u) E E), the neighborhood of u in G. We assign states to the 
vertices of G for a given D c V as follows: 
[O, if UE V-D and IN(u)nDl =O, not dominated, 
state(u) = 
1, if u E I/-D and IN(u) tl DI = 1, efficiently dominated, 
2, if u E V-D and IN(u)n DI 22, inefficiently dominated, 
I 3, if u ED, dominator. 
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A state function @ : V’ -+ { 0, 1,2,3} assigning states to a subset of vertices I/’ c V 
of a graph G = (V,E) is legal if and only if there exists D c Vsuch that by the above 
definition of state, Vu E V’: Q(u) =&ate(u). Define e[G, @] to be --oo if @ is not 
legal and otherwise to be the maximum number of efficiently dominated vertices in 
V- I/‘, given that states of vertices in I/’ are defined by @. 
An m-clique (m z 1) in a graph is a set of m mutually adjacent vertices. A graph 
G is a k-tree if and only if there exists a perfect elimination ordering of its vertices, 
peo=u ,,..., u,, such that for every 1~ ir n - k, the higher numbered neighbors of 
ui form a k-clique. A vertex of degree k in a k-tree is called a k-leaf. A partial k- 
tree is obtained by removing edges from a k-tree. It is embedded in the k-tree. 
For a partial k-tree H, we define a reduction process corresponding to a peo = 
Ulr *a., u, of a k-tree G = (V, E) that embeds H. The process consists of n - k reduc- 
tion steps, the vertex ui is eliminated in the step i. Let G(‘), 1 I is n -k, be the k- 
tree induced in G by Ui, . . . , u,. In G(j), the vertex ui is a k-leaf and its k neighbors 
form a k-clique K, called the base of Ui. Let K’ be the (k+ I)-clique K forms with 
{ui}. For u~K’, the k-clique K’- {u} is a face of u,, thus Ui has k+l faces. The 
base of u,_~ is called the root of G with respect to peo = ul, . . . , u,. 
With a k-clique C of G(‘) associate a set of vertices Vi “reduced onto” C by 
reduction steps 1, . . . , i - 1. Initially, Vi = 0 for all the k(n - k) + 1 k-cliques of G(‘) = 
G. For 1 sisn - k, Vhf1 = VL for all k-cliques of G(‘+‘) except the base K of ui for 
which Vi’ ’ is updated to include ui and vertices “reduced onto” all faces of Ui in 
G(j). If the faces of Ui are K, F’, . . . , Fk then Vi+’ = Vi U {u;} U V$ U 1-e U V$. Note 
that, for each i, the vertex subsets {Vi: C a k-clique of G’} are mutually disjoint, 
no edges join vertices from separate subsets, and taken together with { ui+ r, . . . , u,} 
they form a partition of V. 
3. Efficiency of partial k-trees 
In this section, we construct, in a manner discussed in [3], a dynamic program- 
ming algorithm that computes the efficiency e(H) of a partial k-tree H= (V,E,) 
given with an embedding in a k-tree G = (V, Ed), EH c Eo. (A suitable modification 
of the algorithm will allow for a construction of the corresponding dominating set.) 
Without added complexity, we may assume that a peo of the embedding k-tree is 
given, as well. We will first give a top-level description of the algorithm, and then 
establish graph theoretic properties of a partly reduced partial k-tree that will pro- 
vide basis for the correctness proof of the algorithm. 
The algorithm follows the reduction process defined by peo = ul,. . . , u,. With 
each k-clique in G we associate 4k state vectors S=s,, . . . , Sk where Si E (0, 1,2,3}. 
For a k-clique C={or,..., uk), S defines a function Qs : C-P (0, 1,2,3} such that 
@$(Oi) =Si. 
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Algorithm: Efficiency of partial k-trees. 
Input: partial k-tree H= (V, EH), embedding k-tree G = (V, EG), peo = 
241, . . . , u,. 
Output: e(H), efficiency of H. 
{Initialize} 
With each state vector s and each k-clique C associate an $-value, 
which is initialized to --03 if Qs is not legal in the subgraph induced 
by C in H and to 0 otherwise. 
{Iterate the reduction step} 
At step t of the reduction process update E; for the base K of ut to 
be the maximum number of efficiently dominated vertices among 
V;+l, those reduced onto K after step I, when the vertices in K have 
state indicated by S. Letting S be the subgraph induced in the partial 
k-tree H by Vk’l UK the update at step t is: &=E[S, $1. 
{Root optimization} 
If R is the root of G then after n - k reduction steps the efficiency of 
His the sum of EL and the number of efficiently dominated vertices of 
R (as specified by a state vector S) maximized over all state vectors S. 
Formally, after reduction step IZ -k, e(H) = max$( 1 {i: si = l} 1 + E;}. 
{End of algorithm} 
In the remainder of this section, we show how to update ES in reduction step t 
by combining E-values of the k+ 1 faces of Z.Q. Based on a correct implementation 
of the reduction step, the correctness of the algorithm follows from an easy induc- 
tion on the reduction steps. The complexity of a reduction step that is independent 
of n implies a linear time algorithm. 
In the following, let u0 be the vertex to be reduced. Let its base be K = (u,, . . . , ok}, 
let K’=KU {uO} and let F’be the face not containing Ui, OS is k. Let S=so,sl, . . . ,sk 
be fixed states of vertices oo, . . . , uk, respectively. The value of ~2.“‘~~ is updated to 
be the maximum of the sums of E-values of the faces F”, . . . , Fk, over certain face 
state vectors 8 , . . . , So, respectively. We now describe exactly which face state vectors 
must be considered, by focusing on a vertex Ui E K’ and relating its resulting state 
Si to its legal states sp,sil, . . . . S; in faces F’,F’, . . . ,Fk, respectively, before reduc- 
tion. For example, if Si = 0 (Ui is not dominated) then we must have SF = S: = 0.. = 
$‘ = 0 (Vi is not dominated in any face before reduction). We call SF, . . . , SF a projec- 
tion vector onto Ui under s (i.e., a projection of face state vectors 8, . . . , sk, legal 
under S, onto ui). We define a function f(i;f) which gives all legal projection vec- 
tors onto Di under S. For the above example, 
f(i;S) = ((0, . . . . 0)} = {SF ,..., Sf: tlj+i, S{=O} if Si is 0. 
In general, f(i,~) will specify a set of projection vectors which depend not only on 
Si, as in the example, but also on the presence of dominators in K’. We denote this 
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set of dominators by DKC = {u;: si = 3). W e also denote the neighborhood of a 
vertex u in the partial k-tree H by N(o) = {u: (u, u) E EH). We let the character * in 
a projection vector be a wildcard allowing replacement by either 0, 1 or 2. Thus, 
(*, 1) = ((0, l), (1, I), (2, l)}. Note that the value of si is irrelevant in f(i;S). 
The function f(i;Q gives the set of legal projection vectors SF, . . . ,sf onto the 
vertex ui under S: 
r if s,=O then 
((0, ..*, O)} ={sY, . ..) s;: Vj#i, sij=o>, 
if Si = 1 and IN(oj) fl DKC 1 = 0 then 
((0, . . ..O.L,O,...,O)} 
=@,...,si”: 3!j, sj=lAVI#j, s;=o>, 
if si = 1 and lN(Ui) fl DK,I = 1 then 
{(l,...,l,O,l,...,l)} 
f(i;s=s,, . . ..sk)“Af < 
={$, . . . . SF: sj=3As!=OAVl#j, sf=l}, 
if sj = 2 then 
((*,...,*,2,*,...,*))U((l,...,l)} 
= {s? I ,..., $: (3!j, sj=2AVl#j, sf=*)V(Vj, s{=l)}, 
if Si = 2 and IN(Ui) fl DK, 1 = 0 then 
vectors of previous case and ((*, . . . , *, 1, *, . . . , *, 1, *, . . . , *)} 
= {$, . . ..s.: 3p,q: p#qAsp=sp=l fYVlrp,q, Sf=*), 
if Si = 3 then 
~ ((3, . . . . 3)}={$,..*, $: Vj#i, s/=3}. 
We are now ready to state a theorem showing how the function f can be used in 
the update of E:...‘“. The vertex u0 is reduced at step t, with related definitions as 
above. The set of vertices reduced onto face F’ before step t is I$,. Let S’ be the 
subgraph induced in the partial k-tree H by V$ U F’, before reduction of uo. Let S 
be the subgraph induced in H by I$+1 UK, after reduction of uo. 
The theorem determines a value e[S, @J, the maximum number of efficiently 
dominated vertices among vi” in S when vertices of K have states specified by 
sr, . . . ,sk (i.e., for Ui E K, &(ui) =si). Since we are reducing the vertex u,,, its state 
so can vary from 0 to 3. Thus, e[S, Gs] is the maximum over so with 1 added to the 
inner term if u. is efficiently dominated. The inner term is in turn the maximum 
sum of e-values in all subgraphs S’ over all face state vectors whose projections 
correspond with the function f. 
Theorem. 
where the projection of the face state vectors $9. . . , Sk onto Ui must belong to 
fG;so, **a, Sk), for O<ilk. 
Proof. Let D be a set of dominators of the subgraph S giving the state assignment 
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function stateD such that state,(u,) =si, O<is k. Consider the sets of dominators 
D’=D fl {F’U I-$} of S’. We prove the equality of lhs and rhs by showing in- 
equalities lhssrhs and lhsz rhs, in turn. The first inequality requires that the face 
state vectors, determined by the sets D’, projected onto a vertex ui~K’ belong to 
f(i;so, . . . . sk). Since sets of vertices reduced onto different faces are disjoint and 
any two of such vertices are nonadjacent, a reduced vertex has the same number of 
neighbors in D as in D’. In addition, the maximal s-value determined by the theo- 
rem counts only these reduced vertices (the definition of E[S, @,I does not count effi- 
ciently dominated vertices whose state is given by @). This, together with the fact 
that the currently reduced vertex u. is accounted for in the rhs guarantees lhs I rhs. 
Forthe other inequality, we must show that any combination of face state vectors 
-0 
s , . . . , s'k which have projections onto Ui belonging to f(i;so, . . . , Sk) do indeed, if 
legal, correspond with some D giving stateD =Si. 
(lhs I rhs): Let Ui E K’. In the graph Sj, j # i, with dominating set Dj, let the state 
of Ui be s:. Over all k+ 1 faces before reduction, Ui’s state is thus defined by the 
projection vector 0 = s? s! I, [, . . . , sf. We show that U Ef(i; so, . . . , Sk) and consider several 
cases, depending on the resulting state of Ui. 
l state,(u,) = 0. Then, IN(u) fl DI = 0. Since Vj, Djc D, we must have Vj, IN(u) fl 
DiI =0 so that $=O. Thus 1~=(0,0, .. . ,O), which is exactly the projection vector 
returned by the function f when the resulting state of the vertex in question is 0. 
l stateD = 3. Then, Ui ED and, by definition, Ui E Dj, j# i, giving s{ = 3. Thus, 
0=(3,3 )..., 3), which is exactly the projection vector returned by the function f 
when the resulting state of the vertex in question is 3. 
l stateD = 1 and no dominators in K’ (IN(ui) n DKc I = 0). The single vertex 
u $ K’A u E DA (u, Vi) E EH dominating Ui must have been previously reduced, 3 !p: 
u E V$. Thus, u E Dp so that sp = 1 and since vertices reduced onto different faces 
arenonadjacent, Vj#p,s/=O. Thus, 0=(0 ,,..., O,l,O ,..., 0)witha 1 inpositionp 
and u ~f(i;.s~, . . . , sk) for this case. 
l stateD = 1 and a single dominator in K’ (IN(ui) fl DKr I = 1). The single ver- 
tex ud E K’ dominating Ui belongs to all faces but Fd. Thus by definition ud $ Dd but 
Vj f d, ud E Dj. Since no other neighbors of Ui are dominators, we get Vj # d, s{ = 1 
and $=O, which is exactly the projection vector returned by the function f. 
l stateD =2. We first consider the possibility that Ui has at least two of its 
dominating neighbors in some subgraph d. Then by definition, ui also has at least 
two neighbors in Dj so that s/ = 2. The state of ui in the remaining subgraphs will 
be either 0, 1 or 2 depending on the number of dominating neighbors it has, and 
these are exactly the values allowed by the wildcard * for this case. 
Assume there does not exist a subgraph Sj that has two dominating neighbors as 
above but that ud E K’ is a dominating neighbor of ui. Then Vj# d, ud E D’As{= 1. 
Since ui after reduction is inefficiently dominated, it must have one more dominat- 
ing neighbor which must be a vertex in Sd setting .sd = 1, as well. This gives a pro- 
jection vector of all l’s which is considered by the function f. A single possibility 
remains which we list as a separate case. 
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l stateD = 2 and no dominators in K’ (jN(u;) n DK, ) = 0). Note that all vectors 
of the previous case may still occur, as there could be some subgraph S’ with at 
least two previously reduced dominating neighbors, and the vector of all l’s could 
also arise from previously reduced dominators (this explains why the previous case 
only had the limitation: state,(Ui) =2). Another possibility in this case is for D; to 
have at least two previously reduced neighbors u and w, both dominators, belonging 
to subgraphs S”’ and Sd2, respectively, where dl # d2. Thus u E Dd’ and w E Dd2 so 
that SF =sy = 1. The state of vi in the remaining subgraphs could be either 0, 1 or 
2, which is exactly what f(i;s,, . . . , sk) specifies (the only possibility not considered 
by the previous case is that none are 2 and not all are 1). 
To complete this direction of the proof, we note that the reduced vertex uk con- 
tributes to the updated efficiency value if and only if its state is 1. 
(lhs 2 rhs): We show that the rhs does not consider any combination of legal face 
state vectors which do not correspond with some D such that stateD(vi)=si. The 
only feasible “changes” of state of a vertex (from s/ to Si) are 0 + 1 and 0,l + 2. 
These changes reflect additional dominating neighbors of the vertex being introduced 
by merging the subgraphs in S’ in the reduction step. By definition off, these are 
indeed the only changes allowed by the function f, and they reflect an increase in the 
number of dominating neighbors. Thus, legal face state vectors whose projections 
belong to f(i; so, . . . , sk) do indeed correspond with some D such that state&v;) = Si. 
By definition, E[S, @J = --03 if there is no set of dominators of the graph S that 
assigns states according to OS, in which case Ips is not legal. Since -CO is maintained 
under addition in the rhs we conclude that if a state function Qs of S is not legal 
it will yield the value -OJ on both the lhs and rhs. This concludes the proof. 0 
Combined with the dynamic programming methodology [3] outlined at the begin- 
ning of this section, the theorem gives a linear time algorithm for computing the ef- 
ficiency of partial k-trees. 
4. Implementation 
In a straightforward implementation of the reduction step, if S= (2, . . . ,2), E; for 
the base K is updated by maximizing over (2°(k))k combinations of k face state vec- 
tors (for each of the k vertices of K, a projection vector with a 2 in one face and 
any of 0, 1 or 2 in remaining faces must be considered). This leads to a linear time 
complexity for the algorithm with a coefficient which, as a function of k, is bounded 
by 20ck2). 
We now show that with the introduction of the wildcard * we can improve this 
coefficient to 2°(k10gk). Si nce any graph on n vertices is a partial n-tree and com- 
puting the efficiency of an arbitrary bipartite graph is NP-hard [4], we cannot have 
a coefficient polynomial in k, unless P = NP. With each k-clique we will actually 
associate 5k state vectors S=s r, . . . ,s, where si E (0, 1,2,3, *}. The update of & for 
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a vector s=s r, . . . ,sk not containing any *‘s is computed, as described by the theo- 
rem, by taking maxima of the sum of a-values of the k+ 1 faces, over face state vec- 
tors which possibly do contain *‘s. For kr2, we have If(i;S=sl,...,~k)I~k2, 
where the maximal size occurs for si =2. Thus the number of projection vectors 
associated with a single vertex n;, OS is k is at most k2 and the update of .$ must 
maximize over at most (k2)k+1 combinations of k face state vectors. Since s can be 
any of 4k state vectors, an upper bound on the total number of combinations con- 
sidered is 4k(kz)k+‘= 22(k+r)rogk+2k_ 
For a state vector S=S r, . . . , Sk containing some *‘s and a clique C we define &g 
to be the maximum value over all vectors where u’s are replaced by either 0, 1 or 
2, agrnaxier ,,,__, ,k{a$ (.sif * * ri = si) A (si = * * rj E { 0, 1,2})}. These values are 
initialized to 0 if a legal replacement exists and to --03 if not. In a reduction step, 
after c-values of vectors not containing *‘s have been computed, E; for the base K 
of the reduced vertex is updated according to the definition just given. The c-value 
for a vector containing q *‘s can be taken as the maximum over 3q vectors con- 
taining q - 1 *‘s by computing these values in the order given by increasing number 
of *‘s in the vectors. Since none of the 5k vectors contain more than k e’s, we need 
at most 5k maximizations over 3k vectors each. 
Since the number of k-cliques in a k-tree on n vertices is 1 + (n -k) k, the in- 
itialization of all c-values can be done in time exponential in k and linear in n. 
We conclude that the complexity of our linear time algorithm computing the effi- 
ciency of a partial k-tree has a coefficient which, as a function of k, is bounded by 
2o(ktosk) 
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